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Modernist Mysteries: Persephone 2012-08-15
modernist mysteries pers phone is a landmark study that will move the field of musicology in important new directions the book presents a microhistorical analysis of the premiere of the melodrama pers phone at the paris
opera on april 30th 1934 engaging with the collaborative transnational nature of the production author tamara levitz demonstrates how these collaborators igor stravinsky andr gide jacques copeau and ida rubinstein among
others used the myth of persephone to perform and articulate their most deeply held beliefs about four topics significant to modernism religion sexuality death and historical memory in art in investigating the aesthetic and
political consequences of the artists diverging perspectives and the fall out of their titanic clash on the theater stage levitz dismantles myths about neoclassicism as a musical style the result is a revisionary account of
modernism in music in the 1930s as a result of its focus on the collaborative performance this book differs from traditional accounts of musical modernism and neoclassicism in several ways first and foremost it centers on the
performance of modernism highlighting the theatrical performative and sensual levitz places christianity in the center of the discussion and questions the national distinctions common in modernist research by involving a
transnational team of collaborators she further breaks new ground in shifting the focus from history to memory by emphasizing the commemorative nature of neoclassic listening rituals over the historicist stylization of its
scores and contends that modernists captured on stage and in philosophical argument their simultaneous need and inability to mourn the past the book as a whole counters the common criticism that neoclassicism was a
reactionary musical style by suggesting a more pluralistic ambivalent and sometimes even progressive politics and reconnects musical neoclassicism with a queer classicist tradition extending from winckelmann through walter
pater to gide modernist mysteries concludes that 1930s modernists understood neoclassicism not as formalist compositional approaches but rather as a vitalist art haunted by ghosts of the past and promissory visions of the
future

Boulez, Music and Philosophy 2010-08-19
in this book campbell explores the relationships of music philosophy and intellectual culture in the work of pierre boulez

Music After Deleuze 2013-11-07
music after deleuze explores how deleuzian concepts offer interesting ways of thinking about a wide range of musics the concepts of difference identity and repetition offer novel approaches to western art music from
beethoven to boulez and bernhard lang as well as jazz improvisation popular and sacred music the concepts of the rhizome the assemblage and the refrain enable us to think of the specificity of musical works as the meeting
of productive forces for example in the contemporary opera of dusapin and the experimental music theatre of aperghis the concepts of smooth and striated space form the starting point for musical and political reflections on
pitch in western and eastern music deleuze s notion of time as multiple illumines the distinctive conceptions of musical time found in debussy messiaen boulez carter and grisey finally the innovative semiotic theory forged in
deleuze guattarian philosophy offers valuable insights for a semiotics capable of engaging with the innovative molecular music of lachenmann aperghis and levinas

Stravinsky and His World 2013-08-25
a new look at one of the most important composers of the twentith century stravinsky and his world brings together an international roster of scholars to explore fresh perspectives on the life and music of igor stravinsky
situating stravinsky in new intellectual and musical contexts the essays in this volume shed valuable light on one of the most important composers of the twentieth century contributors examine stravinsky s interaction with
spanish and latin american modernism rethink the stylistic label neoclassicism with a section on the ideological conflict over his lesser known opera buffa mavra and reassess his connections to his homeland paying special
attention to stravinsky s visit to the soviet union in 1962 the essays also explore stravinsky s musical and religious differences with arthur lourié delve into stravinsky s collaboration with pyotr suvchinsky and roland manuel in
the genesis of his groundbreaking poetics of music and look at how the movement within stasis evident in the scores of stravinsky s orpheus and oedipus rex reflected the composer s fierce belief in fate rare documents
including spanish and mexican interviews russian letters articles by arthur lourié and rarely seen french and russian texts supplement the volume bringing to life stravinsky s rich intellectual milieu and intense personal
relationships the contributors are tatiana baranova leon botstein jonathan cross valérie dufour gretchen horlacher tamara levitz klára móricz leonora saavedra and svetlana savenko

La transcription dans Boulez et Murail 1999
le temps est venu de questionner auprès et au loin deux compositeurs français d exception pierre boulez né en 1925 et tristan murail né en 1947 en effet la réception de leurs Œuvres est au point de transition elles ouvrent sur
un monde de nouvelles interrogations et en même temps sur une meilleure compréhension de leur apparition se risquer à comprendre ce que nous écoutons d une époque peut être est ce là un des grands éveils de la vie
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Bibliographie nationale française 1991
seit der transformationskrise des ausgehenden 20 jahrhunderts erlebt die ideologie des eurasismus evrazijstvo in russland eine unerwartete renaissance die vertreter der eurasischen bewegung behaupten russland stelle
aufgrund geographischer kultureller historischer und sprachlicher kriterien einen eigenstandigen dritten kontinent zwischen europa und asien dar aus der angeblichen existenz eurasiens in diesem sinne leiten sie eine
pseudowissenschaftliche begrundung dafur ab dass in russland auch in zukunft weder demokratie noch marktwirtschaft herrschen konnten statt dessen propagieren sie einen dritten weg zwischen kapitalismus und sozialismus
mit stark planwirtschaftlichen zugen und einem autoritaren politischen system das buch behandelt die bewegung von ihren anfangen im kreise prominenter wissenschaftler des antibolschewistischen exils der 1920er jahre bis
hin zu ihrer auffacherung in verschiedene richtungen im heutigen russland dabei wird gezeigt dass der antiokzidentalismus der eurasier eine variante der aufklarungskritischen und antimodernistischen stromungen darstellt die
seit der romantik mit konjunkturellen schwankungen in ganz europa verbreitet sind

Bibliographie nationale francaise 1991
de ses premiers écrits 1922 1926 et jusqu à ses derniers recueils l oeuvre de michaux va se déplier en proie à une fragmentation éperdue qui constitue son rythme propre et peut être aussi son genre rythme d un corps dont il
aura fallu admettre la limite pour découvrir son propre illimité genre qui conjugue et déplace tous ceux de la littérature récits poèmes poèmes en prose fables contes confessions journal aphorismes etc À la suite de chaque
recueil une section en marge donne à lire l ensemble des textes qui lui sont liés d une manière ou d une autre fragments manuscrits inédits textes publiés dans des revues ou des plaquettes et jamais repris etc chaque volume
contient aussi des textes épars recueillis pour la première fois

Die eurasische Bewegung 2007
this book examines the impact place and displacement can have on the composition and interpretation of western art music using as its primary objects of study the work of istván anhalt 1919 2012 györgy kurtág 1926 and
sándor veress 1907 92 although all three composers are of hungarian origin their careers followed radically different paths whereas kurtág remained in budapest for most of his career anhalt and veress left the former in 1946
and immigrated to canada and the latter in 1948 and settled in switzerland all three composers have had an extraordinary impact in the cultural environments within which their work took place in the first section place and
displacement contributors examine what happens when composers and their music migrate in the culturally complex world of the late twentieth century the past one hundred years produced record numbers of refugees and
this fact is now beginning to resonate in the study of music as anhalt himself forcefully asserts however not all composers who emigrate should be understood as exiles the first chapters of this book explore some of the
problems and questions surrounding this issue essays in the second section perspectives on reception analysis and interpretation look at how performing acts of interpretation on music implies bringing the time place and
identity of the musician the analyst and the teacher to bear on the object of study like kodály kurtág considers his work to be naturally embedded in hungarian culture but he is also a quintessentially european artist much of
his production he is one of the twentieth century s most prolific composers of vocal music involves the setting of hungarian texts but in the late 1970s his cultural horizons expanded to include texts in russian german french
english and ancient greek the book explores how musicologists divergent cultural perspectives impinge on the interpretation of this work the final section the presence of the past and memory in contemporary music examines
the impact time and memory can have on notions of place and identity in music all living art taps into the personal and collective past in one way or another the final four chapters look at various aspects of this relationship

Œuvres complètes 1998
stravinsky s work spanned the major part of the twentieth century and engaged with nearly all its principal compositional developments this companion reflects the breadth of stravinsky s achievement and influence in essays
by leading international scholars on a wide range of topics it is divided into three parts dealing with the contexts within which stravinsky worked russian modernist and compositional with his key compositions russian
neoclassical and serial and with the reception of his ideas through performance analysis and criticism the volume concludes with an interview with the leading dutch composer louis andriessen and a major re evaluation of
stravinsky and us by richard taruskin

Die klassizistische Moderne in der Musik des 20. Jahrhunderts 1997
widely regarded the greatest composer of the twentieth century igor stravinsky was central to the development of modernism in art deeply influential and wonderfully productive he is remembered for dozens of masterworks
from the firebird and the rite of spring to the rake s progress but no dependable biography of him exists previous studies have relied too heavily on his own unreliable memoirs and conversations and until now no biographer
has possessed both the musical knowledge to evaluate his art and the linguistic proficiency needed to explore the documentary background of his life a life whose span extended from tsarist russia to switzerland france and
ultimately the united states in this revealing volume the first of two stephen walsh follows stravinsky from his birth in 1882 to 1934 he traces the composer s early russian years in new and fascinating detail laying bare the
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complicated relationships within his family and showing how he first displayed his extraordinary talents within the provincial musical circle around his teacher nikolay rimsky korsakov stravinsky s brilliantly creative
involvement with the ballets russes is illuminated by a sharp sense of the internal artistic politics that animated the group portraying stravinsky s circumstances as an émigré in france trying to make his living as a conductor
and pianist as well as a composer while beset by emotional and financial demands walsh reveals the true roots of his notorious obsession with money during the 1920s and describes with sympathy the nature of his long affair
with vera sudeykina while always respecting stravinsky s own insistence that life and art be kept distinct stravinsky makes clear precisely how the development of his music was connected to his life and to the intellectual
environment in which he found himself but at the same time it demonstrates the composer s remarkably pragmatic psychology which led him to consider the welfare of his art to be of paramount importance before which
everything else had to give way hence for example his questionable attitude toward hitler and mussolini and his reputation as a touchy unpredictable man as famous for his enmities as for his friendships stephen walsh long
established as an expert on stravinsky s music has drawn upon a vast array of material much of it unpublished or unavailable in english to bring the man himself in all his color and genius to glowing life written with elegance
and energy comprehensive balanced and original stravinsky is essential reading for anyone interested in the adventure of art in our time praise from the british press for stephen walsh s the music of stravinsky one of the
finest general studies of the composer wilfrid mellers composer times literary supplement the beautiful prose of the music of stravinsky is itself a fund of arresting images for those who already love stravinsky s music walsh s
essays on each work will bring a smile of recognition and joy at new kernels of insight for those unfamiliar with many of the works he discusses walsh s commentaries are likely to whet appetites for performances of the works
john shepherd notes this book sent me scurrying back to the scores and made me want to recommend it to other people above all it is a good read anthony pople music and letters

Centre and Periphery, Roots and Exile 2011-09-15
the routledge companion to philosophy and music is an outstanding guide and reference source to the key topics subjects thinkers and debates in philosophy and music essential reading for anyone interested in philosophy
music and musicology

The Cambridge Companion to Stravinsky 2003-07-24
notice this book is published by historical books limited publicdomain org uk as a public domain book if you have any inquiries requests or need any help you can just send an email to publications publicdomain org uk this book
is found as a public domain and free book based on various online catalogs if you think there are any problems regard copyright issues please contact us immediately via dmca publicdomain org uk

Stravinsky 2020-07-15
the nature of nordic music explores two distinctive yet complementary understandings of the term nature the inherent features characters and qualities of contemporary nordic music and how the elemental forces of nature
the phenomena of the physical world landscape climate environment inspire and condition creativity here within a broader debate about the meaning of nordicness 12 case studies challenge our assumptions about a nordic
tone to reveal a creative energy that is diverse and cosmopolitan in outlook each of the three parts of the book identities images and environments accommodates an eclectic array of musical genres classical popular jazz folk
electronic this book will appeal to anyone interested in nordic music and culture especially students and researchers

Selected correspondence 1984
conversations with igor stravinsky is the first of the celebrated series of conversation books in which stravinsky prompted by robert craft reviewed his long and remarkable life the composer brings the imperial russia of his
childhood vividly into focus at the same time scanning what were at the time the brave new horizons of boulez and stockhausen with extraordinary acuity stravinsky answers searching questions about his musical development
and recalls his association with diaghilev and the russian ballet there are sympathetic and extraordinarily illuminating reminiscences of such composers as debussy and ravel the only musicians who immediately understood le
sacre du printemps while mischievous squibs are directed at others most notably perhaps against richard strauss all of whose operas stravinsky wished to admit to whichever purgatory punishes triumphant banality the
conversations are by no means confined to musical subjects ranging uninhibitedly across all the arts stravinsky gives unforgettable sketches of ibsen rodin proust giacometti dylan thomas and t s eliot the conversations
between igor stravinsky and robert craft are unique in musical history the penetration of craft s questions and the patience and detail of stravinsky s answers combine to produce an intimate picture of a man who has
sometimes puzzled often delighted and always intrigued the sunday times

A Book about Stravinsky 1982
alexandre kojeve was one of the twentieth century s most important political philosophers yet among american intellectuals he is known mostly by reputation kojeve s reading of hegel influenced an entire generation of french
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intellectuals including raymond aron georges bataille jacques lacan and eric weil his work also inspired francis fukuyama s famous thesis in the end of history and the last man published posthumously in 1981 and available for
the first time in english outline of a phenomenology of right is kojeve s most political work this is kojeve s only sustained discussion of such fundamental questions as justice law and the most satisfying form of government
book jacket

The Routledge Companion to Philosophy and Music 2011-02-14
between europe and asia analyzes the origins and development of eurasianism an intellectual movement that proclaimed the existence of eurasia a separate civilization coinciding with the former russian empire the essays in
the volume explore the historical roots the heyday of the movement in the 1920s and the afterlife of the movement in the soviet and post soviet periods the first study to offer a multifaceted account of eurasianism in the
twentieth century and to touch on the movement s intellectual entanglements with history politics literature or geography this book also explores eurasianism s influences beyond russia the eurasianists blended their search
for a primordial essence of russian culture with radicalism of europe s interwar period in reaction to the devastation and dislocation of the wars and revolutions they celebrated the orthodox church and the asian connections of
russian culture while rejecting western individualism and democracy the movement sought to articulate a non european non western modernity and to underscore russia s role in the colonial world as the authors demonstrate
eurasianism was akin to many fascist movements in interwar europe and became one of the sources of the rhetoric of nationalist mobilization in vladimir putin s russia this book presents the rich history of the concept of
eurasianism and how it developed over time to achieve its present form

Vom Musikalisch-Schonen 2016-05-20
this text comprises of papers relating to music and mind it presents a range of approaches from the psychological through the computational to the musicological

The Nature of Nordic Music 2021-04
in multiple masks maureen a carr studies igor stravinsky s creative process for oedipus rex apollo persäphone and orpheus through his musical sketches and other documents scenarios librettos correspondence reviews and
philosophical commentaries as well as previously uncited sources for stravinsky s book poetics of music a clear explanation of stravinsky s compositional techniques within a broad cultural context emerges for each of these
four significant works carr concludes that stravinsky used greek myths as filters for certain poetic ideas and musical techniques that he developed in his earlier works at the same time the mythological story lines provided him
with the objective stance that he was seeking in these neoclassical works

Conversations with Igor Stravinsky 2013-07-04
one of the twentieth century s most brilliant and unconventional thinkers alexandre kojève was a russian émigré to france whose lectures on hegel in the 1930s galvanized a generation of french intellectuals although kojève
wrote a great deal he published very little in his lifetime and so the ongoing rediscovery of his work continues to present new challenges to philosophy and political theory written in 1931 but left unfinished atheism is an
erudite and open ended exploration of profound questions of estrangement death suicide and the infinite that demonstrates the range and the provocative power of kojève s thought ranging across heidegger buddhism
christianity german idealism russian literature and mathematics kojève advances a novel argument about freedom and authority he investigates the possibility that there is not any vantage point or source of authority
including philosophy science or god that is outside or beyond politics and the world as we experience it the question becomes whether atheism or theism is even a meaningful position since both affirmation and denial of god s
existence imply a knowledge that seems clearly outside our capacities masterfully translated by jeff love this book offers a striking new perspective on kojève s work and its implications for theism atheism politics and freedom

Outline of a Phenomenology of Right 2007
did you know that the idea behind the radio city music hall rockettes was first tried out in toronto that canada produced the world s longest running annual revue few people realize the canadian influences that are at the heart
of american and british culture author mel atkey s research for broadway north included interviews with norman and elaine campbell and don harron creators of anne of green gables the musical mavor moore founder of the
charlottetown festival and of spring thaw john gray author of billy bishop goes to war ray jessel and marian grudeff spring thaw writers who had success on broadway with baker street dolores claman composer of the hockey
night in canada theme who also wrote the musicals mr scrooge and timber and galt macdermot the composer of hair who started out writing songs for the mcgill university revue my fur lady included is the phenomenal
success of the drowsy chaperone atkey also draws on his own experience as a writer and composer of musicals and tells the story of why a show that should have starred james doohan star trek s scotty didn t happen
composer lyricist and author mel atkey is currently based in the u k proud of his canadian cultural roots he has long been fascinated with the notion of a distinctive canadian musical theatre
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Between Europe and Asia 2015-07-17
providing a historical taxonomy of the early modernist art groups in europe and america milton cohen demonstrates how these groups were largely responsible for the artistic innovation and nearly all the avant garde agitation
and major events of these years with concluding appendices intended for scholars and specialists this engagingly written book will be useful not only for classroom use and scholarly research but will appeal to anyone
interested in reading a fresh approach to the history of this period

Serge Prokofiev et les courants esthétiques de son temps 1974
this book covers the origins of eurasianism dwells on eurasianism s major philosophical paradigms and places eurasianism in the context of the development of polish and turkish thought the book should be of great interest to
those who are interested in russian european and asian history area studies

Perception And Cognition Of Music 2004-08-02
the eurasianist movement was launched in the 1920s by a group of young russian émigrés who had recently emerged from years of fighting and destruction drawing on the cultural fermentation of russian modernism in the
arts and literature as well as in politics and scholarship the movement sought to reimagine the former imperial space in the wake of europe s great war the eurasianists argued that as an heir to the nomadic empires of the
steppes russia should follow a non european path of development in the context of rising nazi and soviet powers the eurasianists rejected liberal democracy and sought alternatives to communism and capitalism deeply
connected to the russian cultural and scholarly milieus eurasianism played a role in the articulation of the structuralist paradigm in interwar europe however the movement was not as homogenous as its name may suggest its
founders disagreed on a range of issues and argued bitterly about what weight should be accorded to one or another idea in their overall conception of eurasia in this first english language history of the eurasianist movement
based on extensive archival research sergey glebov offers a historically grounded critique of the concept of eurasia by interrogating the context in which it was first used to describe the former russian empire this definitive
study will appeal to students and scholars of russian and european history and culture

Lieutenant Kijé ; Young Vitushishnikov 1992
in search of alberto guerrero is the first full biography of the influential chilean canadian pianist and teacher 1886 1959 describing guerrero s long career as virtuoso recitalist chamber music collaborator concerto soloist and
teacher written by composer john beckwith who was a student of guerrero the book blends research and memoir to piece together the life of a man who once insisted he had no story guerrero was part of the intellectual scene
that introduced chileans to debussy ravel cyril scott scriabin and schoenberg he and his brother played an active role in founding the sociedad bach in santiago in 1918 guerrero moved to toronto making the hambourg
conservatory and later the toronto now royal conservatory his new base he soon became one of canada s most active pianists in what was then a novel activity he played regular radio recitals from the mid 1920s to the early
1950s he was also deeply engaged with issues in piano pedagogy and worked with young talents including canada s much acclaimed glenn gould but unlike the shadowy role guerrero is assigned in gould biographies here he is
given proper credit for his technical and aesthetic influence on the young gould and on other notable musicians and composers guerrero left few written records and documentation of his work by others is incomplete and often
erroneous aiming for a fuller and more accurate account of this remarkably influential and well loved man beckwith s in search of alberto guerrero gives an insider s story of the canadian classical music scene in mid twentieth
century toronto and pays homage to the influential musician william aide has called an unsung progenitor

Multiple Masks 2002-01-01
this accessible volume is both a canadian biography and a history of music for a period which has not to date been well documented it adds significant information to the history of the toronto symphony orchestra which
currently dates its origins to 1923 the book demonstrates convincingly that the story of the tso actually began in 1906 set lightly amidst toronto s social and political history there is considerable documentation about musical
activity in toronto from 1870 until the 1920s primary sources are used in abundance as the author has dug deeply into the music journalism of the day this period in toronto s musical development has not been addressed in
such detail and frank welsman s story is central to it above all the author seeks to explain how and why the toronto symphony orchestra succeeded as toronto s first permanent orchestra in addition to primary sources the
author has drawn extensively on oral history garnered from various members of welsman s family the book is illustrated with several historic photographs of people and places relevant to the story as a major figure in canada s
music history frank welsman has been overlooked certainly the orchestra that he founded owes him a great deal he has not had the recognition he so fully deserves maryhughes saltspring com
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Atheism 2018-11-06
igor stravinsky is one of a small number of early modernist composers whose music epitomises the stylistic crisis of twentieth century music from the russian nationalist heritage of the early works the neo classical works which
anticipate the stylistic diversity of the contemporary musical scene in the early twenty first century and the integration of serial techniques during his final period with entries written by more than fifty international contributors
from russian european and american traditions the cambridge stravinsky encyclopedia presents multiple perspectives on the life works writings and aesthetic relationships of this multi faceted creative artist this important
resource explores stravinsky s relationships with virtually all the major artistic figures of his time painters dramatists choreographers and producers as well musicians and brings together fresh insights into to the life and work
of one of the twentieth century s greatest composers

My Musical Life 1923
neil young is a figure who straddles divisions he s canadian and american folkie and rocker an old guy relevant enough to be quoted in the suicide note of kurt cobain his brilliant gnomic lyrical music has earned him fans of all
vintages and persuasions among them novelist kevin chong fast approaching the dreaded age of thirty chong is shocked to realize that his boyhood hero is turning sixty he takes to the road in celebration crisscrossing the
continent with three buddies and a hatbox full of space cakes to visit places central to neil s life and career chong doesn t meet the man in his travels but that was never his intention instead his brief vacation from adulthood
recounted to hilarious effect in these pages teaches him something about rock n roll contrarianism being cool and aging gracefully staying young book jacket

Broadway North 2006-10-30
composers and sound artists have explored for decades how to transform microphones and loudspeakers from inaudible technology into genuinely new musical instruments while the sound reproduction industry had claimed
perfect high fidelity already at the beginning of the twentieth century these artists found surprising ways of use for instance tweaking microphones swinging loudspeakers furiously around ditching microphones in all kinds of
vessels or strapping loudspeakers to body parts of the audience between air and electricity traces their quest and sets forward a new theoretical framework providing historic background on technological and artistic
development and diagrams of concert and performance set ups from popular noise musician merzbow to minimalist classic alvin lucier cult instrument inventor hugh davies or contemporary visual artist lynn pook they all
aimed to make audible what was supposed to remain silent microphonesandloudspeakers com

The Book of Noise 1998

Movement, Manifesto, Melee 2004-09-14

Russia between East and West 2007-01-01

From Empire to Eurasia 2017-05-15

In Search of Alberto Guerrero 2015-04-09

Stravinsky 1996
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Principles of Pitch Organization in Bartók's Duke Bluebeard's Castle 2007

Frank Welsman 2006

Contemplating music 1989

The Cambridge Stravinsky Encyclopedia 2021

Neil Young Nation 2005

Between Air and Electricity 2017-02-09
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